GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

Office of the
Commissioner of Technical Education,
Telengana, Hyderabad.


*******

All the Principals /OSDs/FAC of the Government Polytechnics are hereby instructed to terminate the services of all the contract workshop attendants and out sourcing staff who were engaged/renewed vide G.O. under reference cited for the academic year 2018-19 on 4-4-2019 AN i.e. last date of diploma examinations. However, they are permitted to utilize the services of upto three outsourcing office subordinates (including all the regular office subordinates available, if any) for the purpose of watch and ward duties during the summer vacation until reopening of the Government Polytechnics on 01-06-2019.

The Principals/OSDs/FAC of the Government Polytechnics shall adhere to the instructions strictly. Any deviation in this regard will be viewed seriously.

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.
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